
My path to becoming a watercolor artist is really not typical. I did not go
through life with a pencil or paintbrush in my hand but envied those who
did! I never took art classes in junior high, high school or college. I saw
myself as an appreciator of fine art, enjoying and exploring art museums
and galleries. My passion however, was directed to helping at-risk kids
and families. I cared deeply about literacy, supporting children born into
poverty and single parents who were struggling to meet their children’s
basic needs. At an early age I raised funds for needy families and read
books to immigrant children. This passion ultimately led me to pursue a
Ph.D. in Sociology and then to lead agencies with Head Start programs,

youth advocacy and family services offered in low-income neighborhoods. Ultimately, I was able
to work with agencies and organizations all across the United States to review policies, develop
model programs, conduct trainings and study data related to child
abuse and neglect. It was my blessing to pursue this passion.

So where is the art you ask? Throughout my adult life I dabbled in
folk arts: a little painting, rug hooking, pottery and playing the
dulcimer. Although I worked earnestly at each, nothing ever fueled
the flame of my inner artist. Interestingly, it was my garden that
summoned the artist in me. I realized I wanted to be able to capture
the intimate details of pansy petals, butterflies and  bumblebees.
Furthermore, only watercolor - pure colors able to mix and contribute
to the natural feel of life on the paper - would do.

After I retired, I
decided to start at
the beginning with art
and find a way to learn the basics: how to draw;
how to mix color and compose artistic scenes,
and YES, to paint in watercolor. I turned to the
wonderful Botanic Art and Illustration program at
the Denver Botanic Gardens and started to
practice in earnest. I had a VERY long way to
go. My first humble sketch caused my instructor
to seriously pause and finally decide that “with A
LOT of practice” I could become a watercolor
artist. I took a dozen or more classes over  three

years before I was confident enough to cut loose and paint in the more relaxed style I prefer
today.I have been painting for about 7 years now, and also just published my first children’s
book “Midnight Stars and Windy Places:A Song of the Heart”.It is my pleasure to share my very
first exhibit with you! And remember, it is NEVER too late to become an artist! (My images:
Dulcet and Grassy Meadows - I sign with initials KJF)


